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With more people than ever working a side hustle, it is important to lay down some ground rules so that you don’t 

inadvertently lose your mind in the process of chasing your passion. Here are three tips that will be helpful for 

beginner or intermediate hustlers, since we’ll assume that experts have mastered these issues. 

1. Put Email and Phones on a Leash 

Technology was supposed to be our deliverance. We all know it hasn’t worked out that way! There are more 

messages than ever these days, from more devices than ever, and we seem to have less time than ever. It’s up to 

you to put technology on a leash and make it work for you rather than against you. 

Many of the most successful entrepreneurs recommend looking at email in batches no more than twice a day. 

Email will wait for you, especially when you start training clients that they cannot expect a response in 10 

minutes. Your productivity is sure to soar as will your ability to concentrate.  

For phones, whether cell or home, you can either turn them off for periods of uninterrupted work or have a policy 

of looking at call display to determine whether the call is worth picking up. If you don’t turn off the ringer 

entirely, consider lowering the volume.  

2. Have Clear Work-Life Zones 

I’m convinced there is no faster path to insanity than the commingling of work and living zones if you have a 

home office. Sure, the lure of being able to do a few loads of laundry in and around all your afternoon calls was a 

potent reason to work from home in the first place, but it’s all too easy to lose sight of your perspective. 

The home office workers who kill it generally have some very firm thoughts around where work begins and ends. 

Whether it’s confining household chores to your “lunch hour” or having a sign on the home office door that reads 

“I’m busy but I’ll be available at __ am/pm” choose the methods that work for you. At the very least, have a 

quitting time that is more or less consistent so that family, friends and clients have an idea when they can and 

can’t expect to get hold of you. You’ll thank yourself! 

3. Make Rules That Work for You 

There are lots of “musts” and “shoulds” out there in every area of life, but also a surprising number for side 

hustlers. You must not lose your edge. You should always be a little scared. Make sure your fee is high enough. 

And on and on.  

Here’s a novel thought. Make up your own rules. There are as many kinds of side hustles as there are types of 

people so it’s not a one size fits all kind of game. One “should” that is good to remember is “You should never 

follow someone else’s rules.” Period. You’re an expert in what works for you; use that knowledge to set the 

priorities that work best for your personal end game. 

Happy hustling! 
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